
 
 
 
 
 

February 3, 2017 
transcosmos inc. 

transcosmos Launches “Messenger App EC Service for Dynamic Talk” via LINE, 
which Delivers Personalized Recommends per Customer 

Leveraging website visit/purchase history, the service recommends the optimum products 
for every customer automatically. Delivers various product recommends in carousel format 

transcosmos inc. (Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan; President and COO: Masataka Okuda; TSE First Section: 
9715; hereafter, transcosmos) launches “Messenger App E-Commerce Service for Dynamic Talk” via LINE, 
which delivers multiple product recommends that best fit the each customer’s needs in carousel format, 
from this February. 

Leveraging LINE’s optional feature, “Official Web App”, supported by “social plus”, offered by feedforce Inc. 
(Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan; President: Koji Tsukada), the service links clients’ e-commerce websites 
with LINE accounts while making product recommendations, capitalizing on the customer’s website visit 
and purchase history by embedding “Rtoaster”, a private DMP equipped with recommend engine, offered 
by BrainPad Inc. (Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan; CEO/Co-Founder: Seinosuke Sato). 

The service enables the businesses to send personalized recommends on products that the customer 
browsed on the website, dropped from the shopping cart as well as other similar products in carousel 
format. 

■ Messenger App E-Commerce for Dynamic Talk Overview 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Contact for Media Inquiries  

 
transcosmos inc. Public Relations & Advertising 

Department 
Email: pressroom@trans-cosmos.co.jp 

transcosmos was the first to develop LINE Business Connect based platform which enables businesses to 
run One to One marketing and has an extensive track record and experience in supporting businesses to 
leverage LINE. transcosmos continues to support for its clients’ sales expansion and cost reduction, 
leveraging its proven experience and technology. 

* transcosmos is a trademark or registered trademark of transcosmos inc. in Japan and other countries. 
* Other company names and product or service names used here are trademarks or registered trademarks of 
respective companies. 
 
About transcosmos inc. 
transcosmos launched its operations in 1966. Since then, we have combined superior “people” with 
up-to-date “technology” to enhance the competitive strength of our clients by providing them with superior 
and valuable services. transcosmos currently offers services that support clients’ business processes 
focusing on both sales expansion and cost reduction through our 169 locations across 31 countries with a 
focus in Asia, while continuously pursuing Operational Excellence. Furthermore, following the expansion of 
e-commerce market on the global scale, transcosmos provides a comprehensive One-Stop Global 
E-Commerce Services to deliver our clients' excellent products and services to consumers in 48 countries 
around the globe. transcosmos aims to be the “Global Digital Transformation Partner” of our clients, 
supporting the clients’ transformation by leveraging digital technology, responding to the ever changing 
business environment. 


